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In foggy weather or nocturnal flights
indicators, an altimeter and an instrument
immediately any ohange in the dizeotion of
the drift-to be zero, or at least that its
theni.lotneeds two
that will indicate
flight. If we assume
value is known, it is
still necessary to see that the airpl~e does not deviate from
its rectilinear path. The indications furn$shed by the compass
are too S1OWS Hence the need of a llturnindicator.”
For this kind of inst~mment, the gyroscopic effect of some
rapidly revolving body is generally utilized. If the axis of
such a
plane
couple
revolving body is deflected from its direction in the
P, it exerts, in a plane perpendicular to p, a reaction
equal to the product of the kinetic moment of the revolv–
ing body.times its
call
I the moment
angular velocity of disorientation. If we
of inertia of
ence to its axis of rotation;
Q the angular speed of the
d“@/dtitsangu~ar velocity of
the revolving body with refer-
revolting body,
disorientation,
and
we obtain for
the value of the ~roseopic couple,
Note that in the second member I is defined by construc-
tion. The angular speed of the gyroscope canbe kept practically
* Translated fzom “Premier Congres International de la Navigation
Adrienne,” Paris, November 15-2!5,1921, VolumeII.
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I constant. The gyzosoopio reaction couple is consequently propor-
1
tionfi to the angular velocity of disorients.ticnand the ~Jv?os?op-
...,,... ... ..
3C t~ indicator c& give quantitative results. “
This being the case, l~t”us consider the conditions to be
fulfilled by such an instrument.
1. It must be able to give
ment of ‘Itakingoff;’!
2. The indications must be
useful indications from the mo-
instantaneous and must be brought
to the attention’of the pilot without any exertion on his part;
3. The indicator must be sensitive only to changes of orien-
tation in the horizontal plane. In particular, it must not be
affected @ longitudinfi ch&ges in level and this appears to be
one of the most diffioult conditions to fulfill.
1. Rapid start.- The turn indicator must begin to function
as soon as the airplane leaves the &ound. On the Paris-London
iine, foi exampie, the departure from the English station of
Croyden, often takes place’in a fog and it is during’the first
moments of flight that the indioator is most useful,
the
the
are
On certain foreign airplanes, a propeller set in motion by
relative wins drives a dynamo whose Wrent serves to revolve
gyroscope placed in front of the pilot and whose indications
rendered visible by means of a pointer.
Another solution consists in driving the gyroscope by means
of the suotion of a Venturi tube.
It is obvious that such
and cannot function properly
devices reSlutresome time to start
at the moment the airplane leaves
-3-
me to employ a propelle~
make a gyzoscope of it.
The indicator consists es-
the ground.
It seemed sim--lertherefore to
driven by the relative wind, and.to
2, Description and oneration.-
sentially of a siiallpropeller whose blades end in a fly-rin fo~ ~
increasing the uomentum of the propellez. The propeller axis
M (Fig. 1) can oscillate about an axis 0, perpendicular to
the plane of the figure, which is parallel to the plane of symrde-
try of ~le aizplaneo
The point B is subjected to the constant pull of the
spring R> the o~posite end of which is atta&hed to the fixed
point C. It is therefoze the movements’of’the point B, that
Uust be tr~~syfli~~eato the pilot. For this purpose, I have ~Jt-
Vefitedtmo’devices ia collaboratio-nwith ~~. Robert A~k~m.
The first is hydzaulic. Two drums D and E (Fig. 2), fill-
e~.~j.ihsa(flenon-co~gealable liquid, a~.e disposed at eithez”side
of the axis. In each drum, one of the diaphragms is fixed, while
the other is subject to displacements communicated to it by two
cormecttag-rods. Each drum is connected by a tube to a receiving
ihnlm. The two tubes G and H, connecting the transmittii~gto
the re&eiving drums, are of like capacity.
Each asse~iblageis coaple%ely filled with liquid. The two
receiving drums I antiJ, are mounted in oppositioiland move the
.
pointer K in front of the scale L. The drums have practically
‘noreaction of their own. Hence it follows that, for ev&y d~s-
place~m.nta of the transmitting system, there is a corresponding
displacement in the dmms E and D, thus producing a moveaent of
the liquid in both tubes and
diaphmgms in I and J. The
the mplitude of its motions
d@
consequently of ~, 011 the
4-
a corzeaponding disp~&oement of the
p~inter mcmes in fron~ of-the”scale,
being simply a function of a and
assumption that w is constant-(the
speed of the airplane being co&tant).
This device is independent of the temperature of the sux-
wxnding air, since any change in temperature would produce like
results in both tubes and could oause no displacement of the
pointer. On the other hand, the inertia of the liquid in the
tubes would have the effect of damping the oscillations of the
gyroscopic device.
The second device transmits the indications by optical means.
We sought certain advantages unobtainable with the customary
dials. The turn indicator is placed on the hood of tineairplane,
in front of the wind shield, in the field of vision of the pilot,
who can observe it without accommodation of his eyes, since the
indications are projected to infinity. The pilot therefore util-
izes these iixiications,without ceasing to regard the horizon.
H? can thus pzof~t from a fU@~~.V~”C~~3~II~ in the clouds for find-
At” B “(Fig. 3) there is a Iiranspaxentscxeen, perpendicular
to the plane of the figure, wh~.chrkves in front .ofa horizontal
slot in acco.zciwith the oscillations of AOB. .4small electric
bulb G and the lens H ill-tiinatethe screen, whose image seen
through the slot, is colliniatedby the lens L.
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The transparent screen is divided into two regions, colored
respectively green and red and separated by a nazrow tihitestrip.
,.. ,—-..,.,.
The chsnge of color shows at the firit glance tkle direction Of
.
the turn. Furthermore, the screen is marked with parabolic
curves, small s~ctions of which appear through the slot @d gil’e
an indication of the angle of disorientation.
The latter device, tried with a bl~wer, gave good results.
\
Experiments are being tried on an airplane.
3. .Qnfluenceof the relative wind on the instrument.- The
two forms of the turn indicator just described must be consider-
ed only as tentative results of a study that has perhaps only
just begun. It is not certain that the type of instrument we
have tried to perfect can always solve the problem satisfactorily.
l
A rotating body rigidly attached to an airplane and subjected to
the relative wind is necessarily attackea by the latter at varia-
ble angles. These chall~esin.the angle of attack must be with-
out effect on the ~~roscope, or at least not result in the pro-
duction of any fome in the vertical plane passing through the
axis of rotaticn outside of the axis itself.
It is difficult to foresee whether it will be so. Experi-
ence alone cari~hovvwhether the displacements of the center of
thrust on the ro-tatinqbcdy are negligible or not.
Translated by the National Advisory Gommittee ,forAeronautics.
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